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i really like kelli folsoms work. she has a few videos on youtube where she does a painting demo and
talks her way through it, explaining what she is thinking and why she is doing what she does. she
also has a video on the materials she uses. her videos were very helpful to me when i first started
out. i suppose her style may not be for everyone, but it is a style i paint in for the most part. its very
alla prima ish. good luck. what a fabulous page you have created. from the information provided i
have only one question. have you ever started a painting from a photograph? i have started a few
paintings from photographs that i’ve printed out. they are usually landscapes, but not always. i’d like
to learn more and am looking for some good, simple, easy to follow, tutorials. thank you for your
response. i have a few of the books you recommend. i have done oils since the mid-70’s. i still enjoy
them, but i work mostly in acrylics now. i also have a very good book on mixing colors in oils which is
a major advantage. its one of the best books on the subject. i would recommend it, even if you’re not
using oils. i have also written two books on painting with oils and acrylics. they are not easy to get,
but they are very useful. i would also recommend doing a lot of drawing and observation before
jumping in and starting a painting. many good painters never drew a single line. they study, study
and study. they observe. they work on their paintings for a long time and finally go out and paint
something. i have a really good friend who is a fine artist. he tells me that most of his paintings are
done from photographs. he usually takes a photograph, then he adjusts it so that he can paint the
scene. that works well for him.
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i have not been able to find mark carders work. i saw some work on the mark carders website but
the links to the paintings dont work. i dont know if he is making them or not. i guess one way to find
out is to go to his website. i am not sure if he will have a lot of work there. he has a lot of work on his

youtube channel but it is on his art and craft channel. this book is another classic in the schmid
series. he covers the history of painting in realistic detail, the nature of light and how to paint it and
a very interesting chapter on colour and how to use it. he also looks at different sources of light, how

it affects the painting, how to mix colour, how to use pastels, how to paint landscapes, and how to
paint in oils. a book from a famous artist, this is classic art - the way it used to be done. whether you
are a beginner or have experience, this is a great reference book. there is a great deal of information

about the history of painting and how the different materials and tools have changed from day to
day. the original illustrations have been reproduced with great clarity. this is also a good book if you
are looking to hone your skills and you are already painting. there is nothing missing in this book and
you will learn a lot from this. a very good book, beautifully illustrated and full of great advice. if you
are new to oils then this is the book you need. it gives you a good insight into the materials you are
using, the history of oil painting and different methods. a quick look at some of the techniques and
then to some more advanced techniques and you will be well on your way. this book is quite heavy

going so you need to pay attention or you will get lost in the detail. 5ec8ef588b
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